
The Amalie Arena is home to the NHL’s Tampa Bay Lightning and is a major event venue 
in the state of Florida with a 20,000+ seating capacity.  In 2015-16, the arena underwent 
a massive upgrade that brought with it a range of technological advancements and 
improvements to the audience experience, including new restaurants, bars and party 
decks.  

The Challenge
An important goal of the 2015-16 upgrades was ensuring a premier fan experience.  The 
management team at Amalie Arena wanted to make sure that everyone who came to the 
arena had an exciting and unforgettable time in a one-of-a-kind venue.  Part of that vision 
was an upgrade to the fans’ digital experience. The team created conceptual renderings 
for some mosaic-style video walls--unique artistic layouts they wanted to deploy in key 
points around the arena.  They wanted to turn standard video walls into pieces of art to 
showcase stunning views of the city and other local content, all of it in 4k UHD resolution.  

Unfortunately, all the solutions the team reviewed that enabled mosaic style video walls 
were either too expensive or limited in their capabilities, and for a time it looked like 
there was a risk they wouldn’t be able to complete the project.  

Stunning Artistic Video Walls Welcome Fans 
to the Home of the Tampa Bay Lightning

Quick Facts

Simple
Configure either a single large 
video wall, or a mix of smaller 
video walls and standalone 
displays.

Flexible
Content can include up to 8k  
content, video, HTML5, 3D,  
live TV, full-screen browser, 
content from an integrated CMS, 
or even a desktop.

Stunning
Video walls can be arranged in 
any orientation, allowing for 
eye-catching, free flowing artistic 
layouts with individual displays 
rotated to any angle.

Zero client devices
Every display  
in the Userful 

Network Video Wall is connected 
to the network through a zero 
client device. Each device is about 
the size of a deck of cards.
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         One of the things we like best about Userful, besides 
being able to fulfill all the unique requirements of this 
project, is that it’s a very simple solution. The learning 
curve was about 5 to10 minutes. Userful kept offering 
technical support but it wasn’t necessary.  It’s a very easy 
platform to use. 
                                       
                                                               - Sean Miller, Director of Technical Operations, Pro Sound
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can power a video wall of up to

60 Displays

With Userful,

1 PC
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The Solution
After consulting with the 
team at Amalie Arena, Sean 
Miller, Director of Technical 
Operations from Pro Sound, 
a Florida based AV Integrator 
that has worked in sports 
venues across the United 
States, recommended Userful 
Network Video Wall. The 
solution addresses all the 
arenas requirements:  A cost-
effective and flexible solution 
that allows users to create non-
traditional, artistic wall layouts, 
with any angle rotation of 
individual displays.  It allows 
displays to be set anywhere on 
the image canvas and of course 
supports Ultra HD 4k content.  
Userful is unique in that it turns a standard Core i7 PC into 
a video wall controller that connects to zero client devices 
through the network, one on each screen.  Userful can 
display video, real-time content feeds, HTML5 and 3D 
graphics with very high performance. After a product 
demonstration that wowed the Amalie Arena team, Pro 
Sound proceeded with the full installation.

“One of the things we like best about Userful, besides 
being able to fulfill all the unique requirements of this 
project, is that it’s a very simple solution” said Miller, who 
led the deployment of the art walls, “the learning curve 
was about 5-10 minutes. Userful kept offering technical 
support but it wasn’t necessary.  It’s a very easy platform 
to use.”

Miller and the Pro Sound team deployed a total of 32 
displays, a mix of 55-inch displays and 22-inch square 
displays, all from Samsung. The displays are distributed 
in 4 video walls, all strategically located throughout the 
arena.  Each video wall is powered by a standard core i7 
PC, for better performance. 

The Results
The new video walls are a hit.  They display stunning 4k 
content in such a unique way that visitors constantly stop 
to look at them. The content is frequently updated which 
is easy to do with Userful.  The ease of use of the solution 
makes day to day tasks more efficient. “The product’s 
been great”, says John Franzone, VP Game Presentation. 
“Userful allowed us to implement these uniquely shaped 
video walls to enhance the club and suite level of the 
Amalie Arena.  We were able to go live quickly by virtue 
of its configuration console [Userful Control Center]. The 
Userful platform definitely took our headaches away by 
its means of mapping content for the video mosaics. Now 
when we create new content, we know the system will 
support it.”
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Userful Corporation is a leading centralized display software 
company that makes it simple and affordable for organizations 
to implement and centrally manage video walls, virtual 
desktops and beyond with exceptional performance. Userful 
is the trusted provider of over 1 million centralized displays in 
over 100 countries.
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“Userful platform definitely took our headaches away by its means of 
mapping content for the video mosaics. “                                                                                                     
                                        - John Franzone, VP Game Presentation, Tampa Bay Sports & Entertainment
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